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Swtor innovative ordnance build

I'm trying to find the right round, but also trying to figure out what I need to do to get DPS broke really well. I've looked at some guides and videos, but I feel like I still don't understand my rotation. I looked at this guide: but I still don't have all the information I'm looking for. Is this round pretty much the standard? Thermal Detonator &gt; Mag Shot &gt; Power Shot &gt; Mag Shot
&gt; Jagged Shot &gt; Molotov Cocktail Missile &gt; Filler &gt; Unpack &gt; Fill I Can't Find Anything Beyond the Launch of KOTET. Am I missing something, or has it just not changed that much? Page 2published by two years ago 9 responses to the exploitation of the chaos they created is what an innovative sodium mercenary is all about. With an arsenal of explosives and
penetrating munitions, the I.O.'s barrage of missiles, grenades and explosions. Merc causes lasting and destructive damage to all their enemies. Innovative Begging Faction: Empire Class: Advanced Class Bounty Hunter: Mercenary Fighting Skill: Innovative Begging Role: Long-term damage over time How to choose an innovative ruse: You can start playing innovative pleas at
Level 1. To start playing an innovative ruse, you'll first need to create your bounty hunter's mercenary character, and once you're in the game, press K on the keyboard to open the combat profile board, and select an innovative ruse from the three options. This selection is not fixed, you can switch between all three options. Innovative mercenary rotation capabilities of indeverted
mercenary is about keeping your heat low wherever possible, while maintaining your two long-lasting damage capabilities always running on your enemy. A list of custom attacks coming soon, meanwhile here are all the attack capabilities for the innovative mercenaries. These innovative enemy attack capabilities and pleas are useful for attacking groups of enemies. If there are
multiple enemies nearby, you can also use a fusion missile instead of a Power shot to spread both of your capabilities and damage the one-over-time target to nearby enemies. Enthusiasts can combine your innovative oxidation enthusiasts with your attacks to create powerful combinations. Protection and healing capabilities Use these abilities to help yourself stay alive. The
mercenary has defensive and healing abilities, and you're going to want to know where they are in a tough fight. Useful capabilities These abilities may not be directly attacking, but they are heavily used by skilled mercenaries in battle to turn the tide of battle. Reloading and retaking (Lvl 2) - Regeneration - Bring health back out of proximity To determination (Lvl 9) - Cleanse - Your
purge can help remove harmful effects from you or other players. Electro Arrow (Lvl 12) - Short Shock - You can use your brief shock at weaker enemies to stop them from running around, from casting abilities, to stopping them from hurting you, or just to keep them out In general. Jet Boost (Lvl 13) - PushDisDisabling Shot (Lvl 18) - Interference - Each class has a stopped
capability that allows them to disturb the enemy while they cast. The enemy rods that fill from left to right are called channels and riots and the ability will be stopped, but rods that go from right to left hit all the time they lay. Using your interrupt in battle is very useful as it can prevent the enemy from damaging you, or sometimes even prevent them from awesome you or knock you
back! Chaff Flare (Lvl 20) - Detaunt - Your ability to deter will cause enemies to lose interest in you, at least briefly. This is most useful if you are attacked during group battles when your tank is supposed to take the damage, or when your partner is set up for a tank. Concussion Missile (Lvl 22) - Crowd Control - Your audience control is a special kind of shock that can only be used
outside the fight. You use it before a battle, to temporarily shoot an opponent out of battle while you face the other enemies. Accidentally damaging control of your audience will inspire them. Cure (Lvl 24) - Cleanse - Your cleansing can help remove harmful effects from you or other players. Hydraulic Overrides (Lvl 26) - MovementStealth Scan (Lvl 36) - Stealth ScanOnboard AED
(Lvl 50) - Combat ReviveRocket Out (Lvl 59) - Movement Level 75 Instructors This innovative mercenary will be bandied in a classroom and a guide is very basic, and is designed to help you learn your class. If you're really looking to learn how to play in your class, or you're interested in trying tougher content or team-based fighting, you want to read a guide fully tailored to your
class by an experienced player. Here are some innovative drum guides that other players have shared online: Quickbars When setting up your quickbars, it's best to set them up in a way that groups them together by type and usability, and keybind capabilities that have similar uses. As you improve, you'll want to optimize your quick rods so that your most common capabilities are
easy to eliminate based on your current ability set - these quickbars below are set so you have your offensive capabilities in priority order with end enthusiasts, your defensive abilities all on the left, and your useful abilities all on the right. Keybinding your skills by connecting them to keys on your keyboard can also help you be faster in battle. Don't feel free to go through your
seminars for everything they care about most. It's highly recommended that you wing your useful capabilities into the same key for each class —for example, to always use the same key for your interrupt capability in all your characters. Disabling shot EInterruptLvl 18 hydraulic bypass FMovementLvl 26 rocket out FMovementLvl 59 Mooch Flare CDetauntLvl 20 Jet Boost PushLvl
20 1 3 Determination UCleanseLvl 9 Heal UCleanseLvl 24 Concussion Missile RCrowd ControlLvl 22 Electro Arrow VShort StunLvl 12 Charging and Translate 0RegenerationLvl Explosive Arrow 1Area AttackLvl 5 Death Over 2Area AttackLvl 8 Blasters Sweeping 3 AttackAreaLvl 12 Fusion Missile 4Area AttackLvl 14 Ventilation Heat BuffLvl 2 Force Fired AttackLvl 2 Missile Blast
AttackLvl 2 Quick Attack to Chicken Coop 2 Train Fired AttackLvl 6 in Incendiary Missile AttackLvl 10 Unload AttackLvl 15 Thermal Explosive AttackLvl 26 Supercharged Gas BuffLvl 28 Thermal Sensor Bypass BuffLvl 42 Jagged Shot AttackLvl 42 Voltage Surge BuffLvl 46 Electro Net AttackLvl 51 Mag Shot AttackLvl 58 Energy Shield CTRLC+ 1PonsitiveLvl 14 Receptace CTRLC
+ 2Poutl 32 Safeguards Responding CTRLC +3PedageLvl 66 Quick Scan CTRLC +4HealLvl 10 Scan Emergency CTRLC +5 Curse 16 Coltello Shot CTRLC + 6HealLvl 18 Bon Hunter CTRLC + 7Class BuffLvl 2 AED Combat ReviveLvl 50 Super Charged Celerity Action BuffLvl 56 Stealth ScanLvl Stealth Scan 36 Left Quickbar - Mechanics Disabling Shot EInterruptLvl 18 Hydraulic
Bypass FMovementLvl 26 Rocket Out FMovementLvl 59 CDetauntLvl Flare CDetauntLvl 20 Jet Boost PushLvl 13 Determination UCleanseLvl 9 Heal UCleanseLvl 24 RCrowd ControlLvl Missile Concussion 22 Electro-Arrow VShort StunLvl 12 Middle Quickbar - Attack Charging and Reloading 0ReregenerationLvl 2 Explosive Arrow 1 AttackAreaLvl 5 Death Over 2Area AttackLvl 8
Blasters Sweeping 3Area AttackLvl 12 Fusion Missile 4Area AttackLvl 14 Wont Heat BuffLvl 2 Force 2 Missile Blast AttackLvl 2 Attack Quick ShotsLvl 2 Train Fired AttackLvl 6 Incendiary Missile AttackLvl 10 Unload AttackLvl 15 Explosive Hoax AttackLvl 26 Supercharged Gas BuffLvl 28 Thermal Sensor Bypass BuffLvl 42 Jagged Shot AttackLvl 42 Power Surge BuffLvl 46 Electro
Net AttackLvl 51 Mag Shot AttackLvl 58 Right Quickbar - Defensive Energy Shield CTRLC+1DefensiveLvl 14 Koltoload Over CTRLC+2DefensiveLvl 32 Responsive Safeguards CTRLC+3DefensiveLvl 66 Scan Rapid CTRLC+4Heallv 10 Emergency Scan CTRLC+5HealLvl 16 Kolto Shot CTRLC+6HealLvl 18 Hunter's Boon CTRLC+7Class BuffLvl 2 Onboard AED Combat ReviveLvl
50 Supercharged Celerity Operation BuffLvl 56 Stealth Scan Stealth ScanLvl 36 Utilities Utilities are a series of abilities that you can choose from your advanced class. You can easily reset and change your utility between battles – there is no perfect tool to set up, only the utilities that are perfect for certain battles for your personal fighting style. The higher you are, the more you
get access to additional utilities. You get a service point at these levels: 11,19, 27, 35, 43, 51, 59, 67, and 75, with a total of 9 maximum service points at the maximum level. The more service points you put in, the more service capabilities you get access to the service capabilities. IconAbilityLeTypeInserate Jet Escape1+Skilled Jet Boost coolness in 5 seconds, Rocket Out in 3
seconds and determination in 30 seconds. Rear burners1+Skilleddester pest control paralyzes the target for 4 seconds. Direct damage caused after 2 seconds ends the effect. This effect can only occur once every 8 seconds. Plus, Jett. The knockback effect is stronger and pushes enemies within 13 feet. Gyroscopic Alignment Jets1 +SkillfullYou discharge 20 heat when
overwhelmed, paralyzed, knocked down or otherwise disabled. In addition, your next technological ability is about 10% additional damage or healing. Enhanced vents1+SkillfullVent Heat now vents 15 more heat and gives 10% alacrity for 6 seconds. Boresights1+Skillfull will include the damage caused by sweeping blasters by 25%. Adhesive Supplements1 +SkillfullPower Shot
and Tracking Missile reduce the speed of movement of targets are damaged by 40% for 9 seoncds. Additionally, the slowing effect applied by kolto residi lasts an additional 3 seconds. Threat sensors1+SkillfullIncreases stealth detection level by 3, scuffle and range protection by 3%, and reduces the coolness of stealth scanning by 5 seconds. Heat Damping1+SkillfullEliminates
the heat generated by Jet Boost, Misslie Concussion, Cure, and Electro Dart.Power Barrier35+MasterfulPower Shot, Tracer Missile, and a quick scan create a power barrier that increases damage reduction by 1% for 15 seconds. Stacks up to 5 times. Boosters35+Masterful torque increases hydraulic overtaking by 4 seconds. Pyro Shield35+MasterfulWhen activated, your energy
shield ignites in a flame, attacking charred for thorough damage when faced with direct damage to you. This effect cannot occur more than once every second. The Power Shield35+MasterfulEnergy Shield now further reduces push-on capability by 30%. Increases all received healing by 20% and makes you immune to interference. Rebounder35+ Masterful energy when you take
damage, the active cooling of the energy shield is reduced by 3 seconds. This effect cannot occur more than once every 1.5 seconds. In addition, when taking damage, you have a 20% chance of emiting Redoubt Energy, which lasts up to 6 seconds and absorbs 42 damage. This effect cannot occur more than once every 10 seconds. Bypassing power35+Masterful cools a
concussion missile and surges in 15 seconds each. In addition, power surge provides a second charge, making your next two capabilities with operating time to run immediately. Jet Rebounder35+Masterful Increases the damage caused by Jet Boost by 30% and heals you and up to 7 other allies in the range for a fee. In addition, taking damage reduces active Jet Boost cooling by
one second. This effect cannot occur more than once every 1.5 seconds. Cure's cool 35+MasterfulReducucuces loaded reserves and shot downtime by 3 seconds each. Additionally, you build up to 10 stacks of Supercharge during reloaded usage. This effect cannot occur more than once every 30 seconds. Trauma regulators59+HeroicWhile Energy Shield active, you create a
stack of Traume regulators every time you get direct damage. Stacks up to 10 times. When the energy shield wears off, every pile of trauma regulators instantly heals you for 4% of your overall health. Smokescreen59+Heroics Out Smokescreen when used, prevents you from being leaping to or pulling and makes you immune to interference and push activating capability for the
next 4 seconds. In addition, takes a scuffle or damage to the tech within 4 seconds earlier using Rocket Out, refreshing its cooldown. These effects can't happen more than once every 40 seconds. Kolto Surge59+HeroicKolto overload triggers in, and can cure you up to, 60% of your maximum health. In addition, colthoe overload lasts 2 seconds longer and heals twice as much
every time it restores health. Supercharged Defense59+HeroicActivating Supercharivating Charged Gas increases your chances of protection by 15% and gives you 8-second interference immunity. In addition, your endurance increases by 3% and all resulting healing increases by 3%. 59+ heroic armor causes 30% damage caused by the area's phenomena. Plus, while
overwhelmed, you take 30% less damage from all sources. Battlefield Protocols59+HeroicStealth Scanning provides battlefield protocols, increasing damage or healing treated by your next direct damage not channeled or healing capacity by 20%. For each purpose exposed from stealth, you create and additional payment of battlefield protocols. This effect stacks up to 5 charges
and lasts 10 seconds. The thrill of Hunt59+HeroicAllows Unload, flaming screws and advanced scanning will be activated on the go. Tag and Bag59+HeroicHindering Target with ElectroNet gives a long-standing tag, increasing your alacrity by 15% for 9 seconds. In addition, Supercharged Gas reduces the coolness of Kolto overload by 5 seconds. All writhing by level if you need it,
here's a list of every ability a bridesmaid has for innovative mercenaries. #1 - Lvl 2 - ןוב רטנאה   - Class Buff #2 - Lvl 2 - רורווא םוח   - Buff#3 - Lvl 2 - 4 הפקתה #  הרי -  חוכ   - Lvl 2 - 5 תושדחתה #  הייטנו -  הניעט   - Lvl 2 - #6 הפקתה םיליט -  ץוציפ   - Lvl 2 - 7 הפקתה #  תוריהמ -  תוירי   - Lvl 5 - #8 הפקתה רוזא  ץפנ -  ץח   - Lvl 6 - #9 הפקתה הרי -  תבכר   - Lvl 8 - #10 הפקתה רוזא  הלעמלמ -  תוומ   - Lvl 9 -
רהטל #11 תושיחנ -   - Lvl 10 - 12 אפרל #  הריהמ -  הקירס   - Lvl 10 - #13 הפקתה הרעבת -  ליט   - LVL 12 - Blasters #14 הפקתה רוזא  ףרוג -   - Lvl 14 12 - #15 רצק םלה  ץח -  ורטקלא   - Lvl 13 - ןוליס  Boost - Push#16 - Lvl 14 - #17 הפקתה רוזא  ךותיה -  ליט   - Lvl 14 - 18 יתנגה #  ןגמ -  היגרנא -  ןגמ   - Lvl 15 - #19 הפקתה קורפל -   - Lvl 16 - 20 אפרל #  םוריח -  תקירס   - Lvl 18 - וטלוק  Shot - Heal#21 - Lvl 18 -

תתבשה  Shot - Interrupt#22 - Lvl 20 - ץומ תוחקלתה   - Detaunt#23 - Lvl 22 - #24 להק תרקב  חומ -  עוזעז  ליט   - Lvl 24 - Cure - Cleanse#25 - Lvl 26 - #26 העונת תוילוארדיה -  תוסירד   - Lvl 26 - Explosive hoax - Attack #27 - Lvl 28 - Gas loaded solution - Buff#28 - Lvl 32 - Colletto overload - Defensive#29 - Lvl 36 - Stealth Scan - Stealth Scan #30 - Lvl 42 - Thermal Sensor Bypass - Buff##
31 - Lvl 42 - Jagged Shot - Attack #32 - Lvl 46 - Power Surge - Buff #33 - Lvl 50 - AED Deck - Revive Combat #34 - Lvl 51 - Electronet - Attack #35 - Lvl 56 - Celerity - Operation Buff#36 - Lvl 58 - Mag Shot - Attack#37 - Lvl 59 - Rocket Out - Movement#38 - Lvl 66 - Responsive Safeguards - Protection of all capabilities including Passive IconAbilityLeTypeTypeIonHun2Class
BuffIndeter increases endurance goals by 5% for 60 minutes. If the target is a group member, all other group members are also affected. Quick shots2 attacks A quick stream of screws, dealing weapon damage. Reloading and Reload2Regeneration re-health and opening the sea while channeling. Not changed in battle. Open heat2Buff at 50 heat ventilation speed over 3 seconds.
Blast2AttackDeals missile kinetic damage to the main target and additional kinetic damage to 7 standard or weak enemies within 15 feet of the main target. If the main target is a normal or weak enemy, it falls to the ground. The Power Shot2Attackchars off two blasters and fires two powerful shots to deal with weapon damage. Requires two bombers. The Salvo3Passive missile
increased the damage caused by a Blaster missile by 10.Flammable gas cylinder 4PassiveRanged weapon attacks and has a 25% chance of dealing with further thorough damage over 6 seconds. This effect cannot occur more than once per second. Explosive arrow 5Area Attackfires arrow that will explode after a few seconds. Weak, standard enemies go into a state of panic
while the arrow is active. Train Shot6AttackFires very powerful shot at the target dealing with weapon damage. Only against un-punctuated targets or targets suffering periodic damage. Deals with further damage if double holder. Death from Above8Area AttackRains death from above, firing a barrage of missiles to deal with kinetic damage over time to 8 enemies within 15 feet over
time. Standard and weak targets are brought down by the explosions. Creates 30 heat throughout. Determination9CleansePurges all limited effects and impaired movement. Quick scan10This was a friendly target. Incendiary missile10 A missile flare that exploded in contact ignites the target for thorough damage and further thorough damage for 15 seconds. Service
Capability11Nlock Lock data Your first service capability. Electro-arrow 12Short StunFires electro arrow dealing with incredible energy damage target for 4 seconds. Blasters12Area Attackfires A wave of screws blaster up to 8 targets within 5 feet of the designated area, dealing weapon damage over the duration. Standard and weak targets are sometimes beaten by the overtlying
bolts. Requires two bombers. Builds 32 heat over the duration. Heated gas 12Passive increased the damage caused by a flammable gas cylinder by 10% and it is likely to be powered by 5%. Jet Boost13PushBlasts 8 nearby enemies back and forth. Targets affected by this take thorough damage and their movement slows down by 50% for 4 seconds. Energy Shield14Get 25%
damage reduction for 12 seconds. Melting missile14 Attack of AreaAshtil Fusion that explodes Contact, dealing with kinetic damage to 8 targets within 8 meters and ordering all targets with radiation burns dealing with additional thorough damage over 6 seconds. Standard, weak targets go into a state of panic from the flames. Unload15AttackUnloads your blaster with purpose,
dealing with weapon damage and generating 24 heat over time. Weak, standard enemies caught in the fire of the bombers are overwhelmed for the duration. Shoots the two blasters if the operator doubles. Emergency scan16 will be regularly cured and a friendly target for quantity. Collateral damage16Passive increased the damage caused by a fusion missile and explosive arrow
by 25%. In addition, a fusion missile and an explosive arrow spread your Anterior missile Kuwait and jagged bleeding effects fired to the targets they hit, if they hit a target already affected by your istry missile muscle and jagged bleeding effects. Disabling Shot18InterruptInterrupts the current operation of the target and preventing this capability from being used for 4 seconds.
Shot18HealHeal Shot18Heal goal in sum. Service Capability19Noy UnlockUnlock Your second service capability. 20Detaunt flare-up m is causing a threat to all current enemies. Shot20PassiveRail is heated quickly and Mag photography ignores 30% of the target's armor, and dealing with damage with any of the capability will always activate your flammable gas cylinder. In
addition, if Rail Shot or Mag Shot is used against a burning targer, you unload 5 heat. A 22Crowd control missile concussion fires a missile at the target that drops it for up to 60 seconds. Goals that are not of players, non-standard and not weak, quickly renew health while they are excellent. Target damage causes this effect to end prematurely. Cure24CleanseCleanses is a friendly
target of up to 2 negative technological or physical effects. The fiery Heat24PassiveInceary is reducing the target's speed of motion by 30% while it burns them. In addition, an Incendiary missile makes the target unselectable for 45 seconds. Malfunctionable targets take 7% more internal and throttling damage. Advanced targeting25PassiveUnload, Fiery Screws, Rail Shot, and
Mag Shot ignore 30% of the target's armor. In addition, the critical chance of rapid scanning and emergency scanning increases by 5%, and critical results with damage and healing capabilities increase critical damage and healing by 10% for 6 seconds. Hydraulic overtaking26MovementGrants 6 seconds of immunity from motion-impaired effects, knockouts and physics and
increases traffic speed by 30%. The thermal detonator26 went off a thermal detonator that stuck to the target after a few seconds, exploding into kinetic damage. Standard or weak enemies go into a state of panic when the explosive connects and is shot down when it explodes. Service Capability27Sning LockingUnlock Your third service capability. Supercharge28Passive Fast-
launching shots, fired coltco, fired power, surveillance missile, or quick scan creates a stack of Supercharge. Each cartridge increases all damage and healing that ranges by 0.1%. Stacks up Times and lasts 60 seconds. Supercharged Gas28Buff requires and converts 10 stacks of Supercharge to discharge 10 heat, increase the periodic damage treated by 10% for 8 seconds, and
cause an attack in the next success range on a target affected by your moaning burn missiles to apply a Supercharged burn to the target. Which is about thorough damage for four seconds. Innovative particle accelerator28Passive ShotPower, unload, and sweeping blasters to finish the cooldown on Rail Shot and Mag Shot and make the next train or Mag shot create no heat. This
effect cannot occur more than once every 7.5 seconds. Kolto Overload32DefensiveRunning this capability forgives a health monitor for up to 60 seconds, which overloads colto when your health is reduced to 35% or less. If your health is already 35% or less, Kolto overload triggers immediately. Once activated, Kolto's overload goes on the cooldown for 3 minutes and quickly cures
you of up to 35% of your maximum health for 8 seconds, but should not exceed 35% of your maximum health. The Power Barrels32PassiveReducucuces the coolness of a fusion missile in 6.5 seconds, lowering the heat it generates by 5. In addition, the increases ranged from critical odds by 5%. Service Capability35 UnlockUnlock Your fourth service capability. You can now
select Masterful Service Cheat utility if you first put three points in the skillfull first layer. Stealth Scan36Stealth ScanFires the trackers that empty the area for the gait of clandestine adversary. The trackers last 10 seconds. Relentless contributing36Passive increased the damage caused by periodic effects by 30% on targets below 30% maximum health. Upgraded
Arsenal38PassiveReduces push suffered while powering a shot, tracking missile, missile concussion, fusion missile, and jagged shot by 75%. Volatile Warhead40PassiveDealing periodic damage to target with less than 30% maximum health and volatile warhead grants, which reduces the heat generated by blowing your next missile by 10 and increases the damage it deals with
by 75%. This effect cannot occur more than once every 15 seconds. Bypassing thermal sensor42Buff Your next capability does not generate heat. The effects last 15 seconds. Shot42AttackFires jagged special jagged on target to deal with weapon damage and cause target bleed internal damage over the course of 15 seconds. Requires two bombers. Service Capability43Souten
LockUnlock Your fifth service capability. Expert44Passive plea boosts the critical damage bonus for discharge, Power Shot, Thermal Explosive, and Mag Shot by 15%. In addition, the jagged shot marks its target for 45 seconds. Marked targets take 5% more damage than weapons attacks into range. Power surge46Buff Your next capability used within 15 seconds with activation
time will be activated immediately and then grant immunity to push and commas for 6 seconds. Rapid ventilation48PassiveReducucucucing of ventilation heat and thermal sensor bypass by 30 seconds. Additionally lowers the heat cost of a quick scan by 5.Onboard AED50Combat ReviveShocks and And a crippled ally. This ability is an ambition during combat. When used, all
party members cannot use nor be the target of a revival in battle for the next 5 minutes. Service Capability51 UnlockUnlock Your sixth service capability. Electro Net51AttackFires and Electro Net which wears its motion speed reduction target by 50% and dealing with energy damage over 9 seconds. While affected, a moving target takes 20% more damage than a net electro, and
this cab effect stacks up to 10 times on enemy players or 5 times on any other target. In addition, the electrical grid inhibits the target, preventing the use of high and fleeing mobile operations such as charges, disappearance and speed increases. Lasts nine seconds. Degauss52PassiveRunning Chaff Flare makes you immune to interference and increases your chances of
protection by 35% for 6 seconds. Supercharged Celerity56Operation Buff requires and converts 10 piles of supercharge to issue loaded celery to you and your action group members within 40 metres, which raises the increase by 10%. It lasted 10 seconds. Burning Wound56Passive Your fundamental attacks face 3% more damage for bleeding purposes. Mag Shot58AttackFires a
very powerful shot at the target dealing with weapon damage. Requires two bombers. -Replacing rail shotUtility 59 capability Offered your seventh service capability Unlock. Now you can choose a utility that cheats the final heroic service if you first put three points in the skillfull first layer, and three points in the previous Masterful layer. Rocket Out59MovementJet back 20 meters,
gaining immunity to control effects while flying. It cannot be used when disabling or interrupting. Requires two bombers. The Speed for Burn60PassiveDamage handled by Mag Shot makes your next Power Shot, jagged shot or quick scan run instantly. This effect cannot occur more than once every 15 seconds. Shots surging64PassiveDealing periodic damage grants surging
shots, increasing the damage treated by your next power shot or sweeping blasters by 1%. This effect can stack up to 10 times and lasts up to 15 seconds. Responsive protections6DefensiveActivates and an advanced response system that absorbs all the damage from the incoming direct target for the next 6 seconds, reflecting 50% of the damage absorbed back towards the
attacker and healing you for 5% of your maximum phenomenon each time an attack is absorbed. It can be used while it's overwhelmed. Service Capability67Ning LockingUnlock Your eighth service capability. Early ignition68PassiveMag fired and fired force cause targets with thermal explosives ready to flare up early, dealing an extra amount of damage as burn over the course of
6 seconds. Fuel reserves72PassiveRocket out gets paid extra. Service Capability75 UnlockUnlock Narrative Your ninth and final service capability. Thank you for @floraandfaunna for typing all sage capabilities from ingame and Drevina for designing and branding all capabilities! Can!
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